Eye looks on unsatisfied; ear listens ill-content. Make up your mind to detach your thoughts from the love of things seen, and let them find their centre in things invisible.
formal, reading of Bernini's hand in the sculpted face. "The Bust of the Duchess, Isabella Orsini," he writes, "was probably to a large extent carried out in the studio with the exception of the (not entirely finished) face, the handling of which bears a close affinity to the Medusa."' Domenico Bernini' s report that in 1637 his ill father worked on a few marble pieces in his room adds the necessary clue, allowing the formal aspects of the Medusa both to be bolstered by an assumed typological similarity to other busts and to be inserted into a heroic biography." Somewhere between the description of a work of art and the historical documents that locate the figure of the artist in time, the creative hand is discovered and art history is written. Yet is it possible to move beyond an attribution, an enthusiastic description and a reliance on a mythologized artistic temperament and life? If there is no record of the Medusa's making by a specific hand at a specific moment, and if it remains unaccompanied by letters or archival documents, how else is one to write on the subject? This paper aims to address how this question has already been posed (if not answered) and to propose that the various ways in which the Medusa has been and can be accounted for necessarily delimit its historical existence while simultaneously exposing it to potentially infinite avenues of inquiry.
Let us return to Wittkower for whom Bernini' s "achievement in the field of portraiture was no less revolutionary than in that of religious imagery. It was he who created the Full Baroque portrait bust. His development towards a new conception of portraiture can be followed step by step from the very beginning of his career."" Wittkower thus gives us a framework to which a history of the Medusa (or for that matter any bust by Bernini) might be anchored; he points to the type (the bust), the genre (portraiture), and a notion of artistic development (the idea of time). Indeed, by combining a temporal unfolding -"can be followed step by step from the very beginning" and therefore end "of his career" -with the categorization offered by type and genre, Wittkower suggestively links a single, isolated object to a broader art historical terrain -to a typological vocabulary shared with other works, for example, or to the hierarchy of genres eventually formalized by the French Royal Academy.^In other words, a potentially limitless number of works-both the works themselves and the texts documenting their place in Baroque visual culture -can enter into the argument. Wittkower reinforces his interpretation by recognizing that in order to describe the history of the bust he must (reluctantly, perhaps) make it unfold around a narrative." But what is this narratise? What are its rhetorical components? And what do these components have to do specifically with the Medusa and its maker, Bernini?
For a preliminary answer, we can turn to a series of seventeenth-century texts that directly address the artist and his oeuvre. As Wittkower notes, "the most important sources for Bernini's life and work are, first, the contemporary biographies by Baldinucci and Domenico Bernini and, in addition, the Sieur Chantelou's trustworthy record of Bernini's stay in Paris."'" These primary sources attest to Bernini's historical presence and establish a datum that all subsequent art histories must acknowledge. For our purposes, then, the proximity of such sources to the artist constitutes a set of authentic references whose reliability goes unquestioned: we derive from them a basic biographical narrative; and we record through them the existence of a body of works executed at specific times and places, under particular circumstances, and as part of an artist-patron relationship. Yet when we return to Wittkower's entry on the Medusa, it is precisely the inadequacy of the primary sources that presents the problem (although the lack of specific mention here works less to signal a limit to knowledge than to announce a beginning for inquiry). In this case, the absent primary connection is too great to ignore, and so it rhetorically prompts Wittkower's history of art. Relying on known works and texts, and inspired by both his admiration for the heroic artist and his own formal knowledge, he reads the trademark signs of the artist's hand as well as the stylistic transformations over time that describe a way of carving physiognomies: "The polished face, which shows close analogies to that of Isabella Orsini, is contrasted with the weighty crown of snakes in a way that is reminiscent of Thomas Baker, who is similarly smothered in hair."" Such connections rest on a deeply visual understanding of Baroque portraiture, and thus an array of typologically similar objects -from the aforementioned busts of Isabella Orsini to Thomas Baker and. eventually, to those of Constanza Bonarelli (Museo Nazionale del Bargello, Florence, circa 1635) and Louis .XIV (Versailles. 1665) -is assembled around the bust of the Medusa.'-Thus formal similitude replaces the primary te.xts that are found wanting only to reinforce the generally accepted date of circa 1635.
Of course, the gap between image and text means that one must assume as correct both the attribtition of the Medusa to Bernini and the date in question. In this way, Wittkower subsumes the biographical story of the artist and the material product of his labor under the visual history that situates the work. As the single capitalized word BERNINI on the cover and spine of Wittkower's book perhaps reveals, the name alone assumes a great responsibility. Our question reasserts itself: What is the relationship between, on the one hand, Bernini scholarship, and. on the other, a work of essentially unknown authorship? Can or should the unattributable ever escape the historian's desire for the authenticating hand?
Other Berninis
Perhaps these are questions that need to be asked of historians other than Wittkower. There are. after all, numerous large format monographs similarly entitled BERNINI. Take Charles Avery who, in Bernini: Genius of the Baroque (1997), sees no need to doubt the formal similarities spotted by Wittkower among Bernini's portrait busts. He is willing to go even further, wondering if the Medusa might not also be a portrait of Costanza Bonarelli carved by the enraged and lovestruck artist. Avery recounts Costanza's story in order to argue that the bust of the Medusa might be read as an amorous and conflicted gesture of creation: Costanza Bonarelli, very much a creature of flesh and blood, was carved around 1637-8. The wife of a studio assistant who joined the equipe around 1636, this evidently vivacious and well-endowed young woman became Bernini's mistress as well as his model ... but their prolonged affair ... came to grief with violence ignobly offered by Bernini to Costanza." Sculpture, in short, is a biographical act. What this suggests, for Avery, is that the look of sorrow and pain on the Medusa's face might "be a reflection of [Bernini's] own turbulent emotions" as the artist was "prone to use allegorical sculpture as a release for his own feelings ..." Avery, then, sees the depiction of the Medusa not only as Costanza. but as a mediated representation of Bernini's own rage and revenge -with the "look of sorrow and pain" serving to reflect his conflicting emotions. Avery supports his interpretation by referring to two earlier works: Anima Beata and Anima Dannala (or Blessed Soul and Damned Soul. Rome. Palazzo di Spagna. circa 1620), the latter of which is a self-portrait. The dichotomy suggested by these figures is conflated, for Avery, in the countenance of the Medusa: the artist's features are transferred onto his beloved's face in a peculiar transvesticism that bears the weight of one of mythology's most pervasive figures.'"" The tragic romance told by Avery makes apparent a tendency to use stories as a means of conflating what are otherwise different methodological maneuvers: formal analysis and iconographic interpretations of myth. First, there is the psychologized reading of expressive suffering chiseled into the face. And second, there is a reading of the snakes as a direct and unproblematized signifier of the Medusa myth.'^As Perseus achieved victory by severing Medusa's head from her body, the art historian, it seems, must disengage the hair from the face, ignoring the body entirely. This approach is repeated by Irving Lavin. albeit to different ends and with far more subtlety. Lavin argues, in Bernini ami the Unity oj the Visual Arts (1980) . that the sculptor might have been the first to conceive of all the visual arts (sculpture, painting, architecture) as ;/;; hel cainposlo -a phrase he pulls directly from the biographies by Baldinucci and Domenico Bernini to explain the visual dynamics of the Ecstasy of St. Theresa (Cappella Cornaro, Santa Maria della Vittoria. Rome, 1647-52) and its setting.'" Lavin uses the initial notion of "a beautiful whole" to offer a far more intriguing, if slightly contradictory reading of Bernini's Medusa. In a recent essay, he marshals the Renaissance concept of l\\t paragone to suggest that if the Medusa is indeed by Bernini, and if it is an act of self-portraiture, then it is an ironic act that served a rhetorical and moral purpose at a specific period of the artist's life.'' Lavin's central thesis -that Bernini's Medusa is a sort of visual pun -relies on the relationship between various forms of evidence, including Bernini's response to major works of antiquity, a tradition of Italian madrigal poetry, and relevant artistic e.vLamples.'" In order to demonstrate this relationship, he begins by citing Bernini's account of the Laocoon and the Pascjnino: "[They are] all the best of art. since one sees in them all that is most perfect reproduced w ithout the affectation of art."'" With mimesis thus celebrated in heroic terms, Lavin notes that Bernini's admiration for expressive content or "overblown visual rhetoric" (the "intelligence" of the paralyzed leg, the emotive power of the faces, etc.) reinforces an understanding of art's interpretation of nature as idealized rather than imitative. The Laocoon for Bernini, Lavin writes, "comprised all the good in art because it reflected all the most perfect in nature."^" Sculpture, then, has the power to reveal nature at its "most perfect."
The rigor mortis of the Laocoon leads Lavin to his second example: the Farnese Gallery's Combat ofPhineus and Perseus (1597-1601) whose painter. Annibale Carracci, "manipulated the heritage of antiquity with grandiose artificiality in order to demonstrate the power of art to obliterate the distinction between fact and fiction."-'
In Carracci's painting, Phineus is slain not by Perseus's sword but by the Medusa's head that he wields; Phineus falls helplessly to his knees only to find himself in a state of petrification from the waist down: "the putatively heroic remnant of the classical sculptor's art thus embodies one of antiquity's notorious cowards!" Likewise the skirmish is an artistic one in which Carracci put forth the claim that painting can recreate a transformation that "words can only describe and sculpture can only recall."--It is likely that Bernini knew this piece well, and thus Lavin has set the stage for the sculptor to respond with a work of his own that reifies his views expressed already (in words) with regards to the Laocoon. Furthermore, Lavin's attempt to redeem Bernini and along with him, sculpture more generally, is thus implicated in the restoration of the art historian's craft: the written response to the object.
Carracci's depiction of Perseus rescuing Andromeda and slaying Phineus allows Lavin not only to summon the paragone, but to include Bernini's bust in a more standardized mythic depiction of the Medusa as beheaded and bleeding from the neck (as, for example, in Benvenuto Celini's Perseus (1545-54), which stands in the Loggia dei Lanzi as a warning to Florence's enemies).-' Like the head of the Medusa held by Perseus's outstretched arm. Bernini's virtuoso rendering of the marble surface -"the powerfully expressive physiognomy ... the fragile locks, twisted, perforated and daringly suspended in space"portrays the Medusa as both monstrous and beautiful with violent snakes framing a comely face.-"* Unlike Avery, who is content to marry surface handling and psychologized narrative. Lavin claims that the "deep pathos" is not psychological -signaling a torturous affair -but rather moral and political. He abandons both the Costanza affair and the Domenico trope in order to highlight a subsequent event in the artist's life. With the ascension of Innocent X to the papacy, Bernini fell into disfavor in the 1640s, losing the patronage of Pope Urban VIII. In the context established by Lavin by means of Carracci and Cellini, where the art object can represent the artist and his craft in the court of public opinion, Bernini in-tended for the Medusa to bear witness to his superior ability to hold a mirror to "human nature in its most terrific aspect." Lavin adds a twist to his earlier examples, in which the Medusa story doubly represents stunning triumph and stunned defeat, by suggesting that, along with Tnilh Unveiled by Time (Borghese Gallery. Rome. . the bust was meant to stand silently in virtuoso defiance of his blind detractors.
What seals Lavin's reading is that Bernini's Medusa is not a severed head, but a bust: "... not a transformation of the mortal apotropaion as such, but a portrait of the 'living" monster."-' To this he adds the idea that the Medusa could petrify herself "by gazing into the reflective chisel of the sculptor, whose virtue lies in mirroring the truth in stone with all the vividness of life." Contemporary poets, such as Luigi Grotto and Giambattista Marino who wrote the famous madrigal on the shield painted by Caravaggio, lend considerable credence to this interpretation.-'' Yet all this impressive evidentiary weight -X\\s paragone, the biographical incidents, the artistic context, and the insight that we are dealing with a portrait bust of a "living monster"-is used by Lavin to make a relatively minor adjustment to the historical record; the bust does not date from circa 1635, he says, but from the 1640s thus coinciding with Bernini's fall into papal disfavor. Hence Lavin allies himself with other art historians in a battle against Wittkower's ascribed date. Differences in sources and conclusions notwithstanding, Lavin's method is not all that different from that of a Wittkower or an Avery; an admiration for technical skill bolsters a reading of artistic intention derived from an array of comparable works, and is used as part of a biographical narrative in pursuit of temporal exactitude.
Other Medusas
Before resigning ourselves to the art historian's singularly focused gaze (which searches for the temporal origins of making), let us explore further the artist's relationship to the notion of a self-petrifying subject by considering the psychologization of the Medusa, Caravaggio's radical portrayal on the Medici shield and the broader implications of portraiture for representations of the "living monster." If the physical aspect of the Medusa is necessarily unrepresentable because to see herespecially for the purpose of rendering her likeness -is to be destroyed, then, in theory at least, the Medusa as a model/sitter is simply an impossibility.-^The thematic implications are complex: transmutation (flesh to stone) might be read as petrification just as easily as it might be read as portrayal, but does reading the subject of the Medusa in this way place the artist at risk? We must consider the obvious: that Medusa (or even, in this case, for all we know, Costanza) never sat for the sculptor who carved this bust, and that the art historian is confronted with not only the absence of a known artist, but also the absence of a (biographical) model to which the physiognomy carved in stone might be connected. Who, then, is Medusa, and why is she the ultimate apotropaion?
For better or for worse, the Medusa as the apotropaic subject par excellence cannot seem to escape Sigmund Freud's "Medusa's Head."-" Freud claimed that the Medusa myth represents phallic lack and reveals a deepseated fear of castration. The head of the Medusa is explicitly linked to the female sex. the "horrifying" vision of which can only be countered with a defiant speech act of phallic presence: "I defy you. I have a penis." Freud's essay makes three significant moves often echoed by art historians addressing the pictorial subject of the Medusa.
The first-castration-as-decapitation -must stake its claim on the narrative moment of her death; she must be beheaded to take possession of the "terror" she inspires. The second -snakes-as-phallus-reveals Freud's reliance on the iconographically standardized representation of her hair, where similitude equates serpent and male genitalia. The third -the sight of her head -conflates three ostensibly terrifying moments into one moment of vision: the originary blinding of a boy at the sight of his mother (a "universal" phenomenon and not part of the 8! mytli/)t7-,st'). the petrifying power ofthe Medusa prior to her death, and the unassailable gaze of her decapitated head which, once severed, becomes ornament.-' The point to be made with this brief synthesis of Freud's all-to-familiar claims is that they serve as the foundation for the art historical notion -underlying (overtly or not) the readings offered by Avery and Lavin -that petrifying power lies in the Medusa's gaze rather than in the viewer's gaze. The result is an unwitting deflection away from an interpretation of the bust as a bust and towards an interpretation that relies exclusively on information necessarily external to a work lacking absolutely certifiable authorship: simply put. artistic biography is made powerful only because it mirrors, by means of the work of art, the Medusa myth. It becomes impossible to see the object (Wittkower's formalism notwithstanding) without refracting interpretation itself through mythological narrative and its attendant psychological model. Here, it is useful to turn to Helene Cixous. whose repudiation of the Freudian paradigm -and the conflation it performs in order to describe the "symbol of horror"lies in her emphasis on viewing the beautiful woman rather than on fearing the ugly totemic potency of the object: ""[Y]ou only have to look at the Medusa straight on to see her. And she's not deadly, she's beautiful and she's laughing."'" Cixous's point has more than little merit in the context of portraiture, and she is not alone in making the call to challenge the dominance of the petrifying gaze in Medusa literature. One need only read Christine de Pizan's The Book ofllie Cily of Ladies (1405) . which offers a simple telling of the story. Pizan's Medusa is celebrated for the "supernatural" beauty of her hair, face and body." Finding the Medusa's allure in her whole body, Pizan has displaced petrifying power from her gaze to that of the male beholder who seeks to possess her. We are led to conclude, then, that confusion on the part of art historians lies in the fact that they admire beauty in an actual work of art (in a face manifested and body implied by a sculpted portrait bust) yet feel the need to refract their gaze through the ugly emphasized by dominant readings of the Medusa myth -only to encounter their own fears concerning a (frighteningly?) absent artist and a (frighteningly?) unrepresentable model. They don't, as Cixous puts it. look straight on.
The problem of the deviated gaze brings us to Louis Marin's Caravaggio. Marin brings a theorization of representational narrative to bear on Baroque art in general, and on Medusa portraiture in particular.'-The nature of that portraiture (the representation of the unrepresentable) and the problem of the static two-dimensional translation of the dynamic three-dimensional world all come together in Marin's complex reading of Caravaggio's painted shield. The portrait is both Caravaggio and Medusa, thereby conflating the gaze of the viewer/artist and that of the object seen (pointing to the problem explored by Cixous and Pizan). On the one hand, the artist paints himself as Medusa and thus the weight of mythology is brought to bear on art history's psychoanalyzed Caravaggio (perhaps the painter sympathized with Pindar's characterization of the victim of "[tjhat son of Danae who raped the head / Of fair-cheeked Medusa")." On the other hand, it could also be said that he lent his likeness as a model for Medusa. Here, Marin further thematizes the problem of the unrepresentable; for Caravaggio, not unlike Freud, has collapsed separate narrative moments into a single image. Wearing an expression of fear and horror-an expression otherwise worn by those who gaze upon her-she is shown in the moment immediately preceding a death caused by Perseus's blow. Yet, as the blood graphically streaming from her neck illustrates, she has at this point already been slain and the Gorgon's power is now in fact in the hands of the shield-bearer. Duke Ferdinand de Medici of Tuscany, endowed, by way of Cardinal del Monte's gift, with Caravaggio's painted shield, hence becomes Agamemnon, whose own shield was said to be adorned with "the blank-eyed face of the Gorgon with her stare of horror, and Fear was inscribed upon it, and Terror."" For Marin, the thematic peculiarity of the Medusa lies not so much in our inability to see her without recourse to reflection -Perseus's polished shield -as in the simultaneous depiction by Caravaggio of multiple narrative moments that reside in the "slashing of the subject: the painter's brushstroke, the stroke of Perseus's sword."" Marin pinpoints the moments preceding and following a mythic death and. in so doing, underscores how Caravaggio"s painted shield circumvents a temporal impossibility by means of a discrepancy between the real and its representation -a discrepancy made manifest by the art of painting. To put it another way: in this ease, the parado.x of the painting's narrative content is inextricably linked to the imaginative leap the artist must make in order to bridge the gap between the three-dimensional object and its two-dimensional reconstruction on a convex surface. Yet the sculpted bust is neither painted (that is, two-dimensional) nor has the head of the Medusa here been rendered screaming and severed from her body. As mentioned earlier, she has been carved as if from life, head attached to a body implied by the contour of the neckline, the clavicle, and the hint of drapery. The work, in short, specifically codes its subject as porlruil.
For Erica Harth, the portrait is more than a representation of a being. It is an act of verisimilitude that serves a mnemonic fimction -one that restores the dead to life or, rather, to the living by means of semblance: a mimetic resurrection without God's intervention."' By emphasizing its ties to memory, Harth conflates portraiture with history, a maneuver that allows her to subsequently divide the genre into genealogical and mythological types. This prompts us to wonder whether the Medusa has been resurrected by her marble portrait or whether, in fact, the opposite is true: that she has been permanently annihilated and turned to stone by Lavin's "reflective chisel" in such a way as to divest her of any petrifying power. To consider the implications of Harth's arguments about portraiture as genre is to suggest that the bust of the Medusa commemorates its subject by bringing it back to historical life. This is the genealogical argument. However, if the bust is seen simultaneously as a portrait of Bernini (whether ironically as with Lavin or allegorically as with Avery), then portraiture itself becomes a purposeful confusion of mythology and genealogy. As soon as Bernini's name comes to the fore, the bust can no longer function as a portrait of the Medusa. This, in fact, is necessarily a contradiction in terms: the "living monster" becomes the mythical monster only to be folded back into history, signaling a known event in the artist's life. Is the bust, then, simply a genealogical portrait of Bernini (or his mistress, in which case it is also a psychologized portrait)? Or, more precisely, is Bernini offering up a genealogical model for the Medusa myth (as with Caravaggio)? Are we, finally, to take the Medusa myth as a mythology of art? Only after semblance is discovered -either on the basis of style or connections to an admittedly vague biographical record (Domenico's allusion to a few marble pieces made during illness or Chantelou's retelling of Bernini's artistic opinions) -can the Medusa myth and the Bernini biography be brought together, however precariously, to create a history of art. Once this move is made, then the bust is ultimately neither a portrait of Bernini nor a depiction of the Medusa but a portrait (or a still life, as it were) of technical virtuosity itself, resurrected in advance of both artist and subject.
Playing at Metamorphosis
Wittkower writes in his description of the bust of the Medusa that "the play with transitions between the hair and the snakes [is] an ingenious interpretation of Ovid's text."" The "play" Wittkower refers to here can be discerned, for example, in the stray curls near the cheek that are in the process of becoming a pair of snakes biting each other. He seems torn, as he seeks to make his attribution, between this "ingenious" move and the perceived "wooly quality" of tendrils that otherwise ditTer from the master's "precise sense of form" -and it is this formal disjunction that leads him to look for visual clues and references in other busts. Yet one is left to wonder what it might mean to attend to the disjunction -especially when Ovid's text is brought in to supplement the attribution of the bust to Bernini. Given the iconographic importance of Ovid's Metamorphosis during the Renaissance and Baroque, it is worth citing the passage in which Perseus, after slaying Medusa, recounts for his audience the monster's tragic origins:'* Her beauty was far-famed, the jealous hope Of many a suitor, and of all her charms Her hair was the loveliest; so I was told By one who claimed to have seen her. She. it is said Was violated in Minerva's shrine By Ocean's lord, .love's daughter turned away And covered with her shield her virgin eyes. And then for fitting punishment transformed The Gorgon's lovely hair to loathsome snakes.^' When read against the bust. Ovid's evocation of "lovely hair to loathsome snakes" is not merely an example of the metamorphic trope celebrated in his poetic te.xt. For it calls attention to a very careful carving of Medusa's locks that takes us away from biographical interpretations. Compare the work to, for example, Bernini's bronze bust of Duke Paolo Giordano Orsini (Castello Bracciano, circa 1635) on whose breastplate a menacing Medusa appears with snakes fully formed, sprouting directly from the head, and a fanged mouth screaming angrily. The latter is markedly different from the bust of the Medusa in which the metamorphic -the moment of transition suspended in time -is accentuated by means of the intermingling of snakes and locks. The snakes, furthermore, are in a the appropriate Bernini or sees the bust as emblem of masterly touch only by symbolically discerning Bernini's hand by virtue of the Medusa's mythic conflict. In the same manner that the artist must violate the real in order to achieve representation, the art historian who seeks to describe that achievement-be it mythical or biographical -is forever confounded by the object that gives shape to the narrative. To what extent the bust of the Medusa finds its place in the Bernini narrative seemingly depends on the projected reflection of the art historian whose desire for semantic resolution and textual clarity stems from a "love of things seen" yet endlessly finds its "centre in things invisible."
